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Introduction  

The UN-GGIM Working Group on Geospatial Information and Services for Disasters (the Working 

Group) has reviewed the Integrated Geospatial Information Framework (IGIF) and compared it with    

the Strategic Framework on Geospatial Information and Services for Disasters (SF-GISD).  The 

comparison was done taking into consideration the structure and content of both frameworks 

including their outcomes, goals, targets, principles and priorities.  

This review was done within the context of the global consultation on the IGIF that concluded in July 

2020. The intent was to evaluate the compatibility and alignment of both of these key geospatial 

information management frameworks and to make recommendations on relevant further work that 

would be needed to guide users of the frameworks. 

Background 

The SF-GISD was developed by the Working Group and endorsed by the Committee of Experts at its 

7th Session in 2017: 

“as a guide for Member States in their respective national activities to ensure the availability and 

accessibility of quality geospatial information and services across all phases of the emergency cycle, 

and as a means to reach out and engage with decision makers” Decision 7/110, Report on the 

seventh session (2-4 August 2017), UN-GGIM. 

The intent of the SF-GISD is to provide Member States with guidance on the priority actions they 

should take in order to bring about the more effective use of geospatial information for disaster risk 

reduction and management.  The importance and value of the SF-GISD was further evidenced 

through its adoption by the UN Economic and Social Council in July 2018 under resolution 2018/14. 

The subsequent development of the IGIF by the Committee of Experts has led the Working Group to 

review the compatibility of both frameworks. This report presents the results of that review. 

Approach 

The following three approaches were used to compare the frameworks and they are presented in 

the three tables appended to this report: 

1. High-level comparison and matching of both framework’s key elements (Table 1) 

2. The five SF-GISD Priorities for Action compared to the nine IGIF Strategic Pathways (Table 2) 

3. The six SF-GISD targets compared to the nine IGIF Strategic Pathways (Table 3) 

Table 1 looks at the overall scope, vision, goals, target and priorities among other things, of each and 

lays them out side-by-side for easy reference and comparison. 

https://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=E/RES/2018/14
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The comparison in Table 1 has been used to help formulate the commentary in the following section 

of this note, along with a more detailed review of both frameworks. 

Tables 2 and 3 (“Pathways Priorities Targets” tab in the accompanying spreadsheet) are based on a 

review of the listed actions and targets of the SF-GISD and the Strategic Pathways as described in 

Part 1 of the IGIF. 

Observations from the review 

The IGIF is a strategic framework to support the improved delivery of geospatial information to meet 

the sustainable development needs of countries. The IGIF focuses on the efficient use of geospatial 

information in support of sustainable development.  The SF-GISD on the other hand seeks to ensure 

the availability and accessibility of geospatial information in support of effective disaster risk 

management which in effect advances sustainable development.   

Both frameworks are designed to be flexible and applied to the unique circumstances of individual 

countries. 

The IGIF (UN-GGIM, ongoing development) has three parts: 

1. Overarching Strategic Framework (Why?) 

2. Implementation Guide (What?) 

3. Country-level Action Plans (How, when, who?) 

The SF-GISD (UN-GGIM, 2017) outlines five priority areas for action. These actions are differentiated 

at: 

1. National and Local levels, and 

2. Global and Regional levels. 

The implementation of the IGIF will be done through Country Action Plans. If disaster risk reduction 

and management is one of the drivers for developing such a plan the SF-GISD will be a useful 

reference for scoping out the actions to be considered. 

Compatibility of the frameworks 

Though the frameworks are structured differently, the high-level intent of each are aligned and 

many of the considerations within each are common. 

To map these out, the “Priorities for Action” and “Targets” within the SF-GISD have been considered 

against each of the nine “Strategic Pathways” enabling the alignment and possible gaps within the 

frameworks to clearly identified (Table 3). 

The comparisons in tables 2 and 3 show that: 

a) There are no gaps or mismatch between the SF-GISD Priorities for Action and IGIF Pathways 

and many strong links between the elements of both frameworks. 

b) Each of the targets of the SF-GISD can be supported by considering actions within the IGIF 

Pathways.  

c) “Governance and Institutions” and “Communication and Engagement” pathways are key 

considerations that should be addressed in supporting the achievement of each target. 

 

 

https://ggim.un.org/IGIF/
https://ggim.un.org/documents/UN-GGIM_Strategic_Framework_Disasters_final.pdf
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Implementation 

The SF-GISD provides only a brief high-level commentary on the approach to its implementation. 

Therefore, there seems great potential to use the IGIF as a tool to create more detailed and specific 

action plans to form work programmes that will support the outcome and goals of the SF-GISD. 

Summary 

The analysis showed that there is strong alignment between the two frameworks. The IGIF is 

supportive of, and mutually compatible with, the SF-GISD. The SF-GISD is a high-level framework and 

though it presents clear actions for consideration in its implementation it is not an action plan. 

The SF-GISD portrays a representation of a functional and sustainable system where access to quality 

geospatial information and services before, during and after disasters thrives.  The IGIF provides a 

more comprehensive guide which can be referenced in crafting a more detailed national action plan 

in order to operationalize the SF-GISD. 

Using disaster risk reduction and management (DRRM) as a focus for the development (or supporting 

the development) of a national spatial data infrastructure is recognised by both frameworks. Countries 

or organizations seeking to establish improved DRRM practices through the greater use of geospatial 

information and services could reference  both frameworks as guiding documents; the SF-GISD for a 

view of what success could look like and what actions should be considered, and the IGIF as an means 

to develop a viable and specific action plan for implementation. 

It would be valuable to work with those Member States and other organizations that are developing 

action plans through use of the IGIF to assess their experience and how it could help others seeking 

to achieve the goals and outcome of the SF-GISD. 

Key finding and recommendations 

Having undertaken a comparative review of the SF-GISD and IGIF, the Working Group submits the 

following conclusions and recommendations: 

1. The IGIF is supportive of, and mutually compatible with, the SF-GISD. 

2. The IGIF should be the primary tool used to develop implementable and detailed action 

plans to support the improved use of geospatial data and services for disaster risk reduction 

and management.  

3. The SF-GISD remains highly relevant. It will be a valuable resource for those using the IGIF to 

develop such action plans. 

4. The IGIF needs to provide a clear reference to the SD-GISF in order that the priority actions 

it recommends can be accounted for by those developing related IGIF action plans. 

5. The Working Group should work with the IGIF team and UN-GGIM Secretariat to monitor 

the IGIF’s use to develop disaster-related actions plans, and to support and promote the 

uptake of appropriate priority actions outlined within the SF-GISD within those plans. 

6. The relevance and utility of the SF-GISD should be reviewed in 3 to 5 years’ time, alongside 

the that of the IGIF.      

Authored by: 

Mr Robert Deakin, 24th July 2020 

rdeakin@linz.govt.nz 

UN-GGIM Working Group GISD representative for the Government of New Zealand 
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On behalf of the Working Group on Geospatial Information and Services for Disasters, with 

acknowledgement of the support provided by members of Task Group D of the Working Group 
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Appendix: Tables 
Table 1: High-level comparison of the frameworks’ key elements 

 
 
Table 2:  Comparison of SF-GISD Priorities for Action and the IGIF Strategic Pathways 

 
 
Table 3: Comparison of SF-GISD Priorities for Action and the IGIF Strategic Pathways 

 


